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OXFORDSHIRE A34
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
MARKET UPDATE 2020

Oxford has been synonymous with hope in 2020. The OxfordAstraZeneca vaccine was approved by the MHRA on 30th December
2020 having been developed at unprecedented speed by The
University of Oxford’s Jenner Institute and the Oxford Vaccine Group.
The global spotlight on Oxford and the cutting-edge research carried
out here has already had an impact on the commercial property market.
Investment is pouring into the region, both in terms of funding for
research, property investment and development. This bodes for
exciting times ahead and Oxfordshire needs to rise to the challenge
of meeting these opportunities.
The commercial property market has been remarkably resilient to
the impact of the pandemic. The industrial market recorded its best
ever year for take-up while office transactions increased by 20% and
matched the 5 year average.
Supply has increased by 12% for the office sector and 6% for the
industrial sector. Despite the siren calls for the ‘death of the office’,
we have only seen a limited increase in office stock, but a number of
businesses are looking at consolidation.
Whilst large companies will no doubt be reviewing their future office
requirements, most SME’s will find that once they have factored in
more meeting room space and greater spacing between desks they
will need the same amount of space.
Most office tenants, despite moving to a ‘working from home’
modus operandi, will only be able to renew or terminate leases every
5 years and so that is only 20% of companies in any one year. Most
of these businesses have been able to continue to function and rent
defaulting has been limited.
It is only once we adjust to the ‘new normal’ that businesses
can really assess their needs and the social interaction the
office environment provides will never disappear. As one client
commented recently…’the office hasn’t died, it’s just evolved!’
The industrial market has particularly benefited from growth within
the online retail distribution and warehouse sectors as well as the
continued activity within the science and technology markets.
Take-up was fuelled by new stock supply on several new speculative
schemes created in the last year. Bicester was notably the main focus
of take-up accounting for 50% of all transactions. Total take-up
in the industrial market was 1.263 million sq ft and the average
transaction size increased during the year by 18% to 25,800 sq ft.
Another feature of 2020 has been the acceleration of rents achieved
at a time when many would predict an easing off the gas during this
period of uncertainty. The benchmark deal was the letting of the
Oxford Jam Factory to Oxford University Endowment Management at
a rent of £46.50 per sq ft. Whilst the deal was agreed in early 2020
it did not complete until August. Limited supply of quality stock and
competing users are driving this growth. Office rents have also held
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up in most other areas and significant rents are also being achieved
on laboratory and industrial technology space. We turn to this
sector later in our report.
The property lexicon has also expanded. In recent years we have
learnt about ‘de-furbishment’ – (creating space with exposed
services…very Shoreditch). We can now add ‘hotelisation’ –
(creating an environment where the occupier is considered a guest
rather than tenant) and ‘re-purposing’ – (reconfiguring traditional
space to adapt to modern requirements in both an office and retail
environment).
Science and technology continues to be the main driver of the
Oxfordshire economy. This sector accounted for 52% of the
office market and 32% of the industrial market by square footage.
Equivalent to 2019 for the office sector but a significant increase for
the industrial sector. The encouraging news is that market enquiries
increased significantly in Q4 2020.
The key catalyst in this sector continues to be Oxford Science
Innovation plc which celebrated its 5th anniversary in 2020 with
£611M patient capital raised, 80 companies in their portfolio and
£235M invested to date. The Q3 2020 report by Oxford University
Innovation plc also reported the creation of the 200th spin-out.
The first 100 took 55 years, the next 100 taking only another 6
years demonstrating the growth in this sector. A total of 28 new
companies were created in 2020. Just one example of the increased
capital inflow into the Oxfordshire market is demonstrated by the £1
billion or so of external finance raised for University spin-outs during
2020.
Further good news was reported on 25th January 2021 with £760M
Government funding confirmed for phase 2 of East-West Rail,
connecting Oxford to Aylesbury, Bletchley and Milton Keynes by
2025. Whilst we view these localities as separate areas of economic
activity, the opportunity to connect these nodal links via rail
infrastructure will bring great opportunities. We believe Oxford and
Bicester will benefit greatly via opening up of new labour markets.
We are also proud that VSL consolidated our position in the
Oxfordshire market. We were again awarded the EGi ‘Most Active
Agent in Oxfordshire’ award having been involved in 55% of all
industrial transactions and 46% of all office transaction. Despite
the pandemic we recruited two new surveying staff over the last 6
months and we are optimistic that the commercial property market
will perform strongly in 2021.
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1 2600 Oxford Business Park
	20,000 sq ft to Pearson

1

Oxford Technology Park
50,000 sq ft to Native Antigen

2

2

1B Link 9
168,000 sq ft to Arrival

3	
95 Milton Park
43,000 sq ft to Evotec

3

B Symmetry Park
163,000 sq ft to Ocado

4

9400 Oxford Business Park
11,500 sq ft to Oxford BioMedica

4

1&2 Foxcombe
24,000 sq ft to Optek

5

Godstow Court
10,000 sq ft to Royds Withy King

5

Ingram Unit
50,000 sq ft to Chris Hayter Logistics

Jam Factory
13,000 sq ft to Oxford University Endowment Management
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Office Market
The Oxfordshire office market proved resilient given the pandemic conditions. Take-up was
recorded at 324,700 sq ft which is a 20% increase over 2019 but put in context of recent years it is
on par with the five year average. Supply nudged forwards by 12% to 666,500 sq ft. The majority of
this new supply was created by surplus space being placed on the market by larger office occupiers
looking to consolidate. The science and technology sector accounted for 52% of all take-up and
42% of all transactions.
The standout statistic this year was the increase in headline rent in

Activity did increase towards the end of the year with a number of deals

Oxford City Centre to £46.50 per sq ft, an increase of 46% over the last

concluding in December, including the assignment of Building 95 Milton

two years. This deal was recorded on the Jam Factory (12,500 sq ft) which

Park to Evotec, which marked the largest transaction of the year. We also

received multiple offers in January 2020 when it was put to market. This

start 2021 with an estimated 100,000 sq ft of deal currently under offer

reflects the shortage of Grade A stock in the City Centre.

and due to transact in Q1.

Supply is still restricted principally to refurbished stock. New build

We predict increased demand in 2021 will reduce availability of Grade

opportunities are going to be limited to Oxford Technology Park,

A stock bringing further upwards pressure on rents. In turn, this should

Kidlington (30,000 sq ft) and Quad 2, Harwell (25,000 sq ft). Building

encourage developers to undertake speculative development in coming

3500, Oxford Business Park, is being redeveloped by Arlington to provide

years.

an almost new building of 18,000 sq ft with the ground floor presented
as shell and core and will be ready by May 2021. Greatest activity has
been recorded at the Oxford Business Park and The Oxford Science
Park which are both benefiting as alternatives for expanding spin-out
companies from the city centre. Refurbished stock is now being repurposed to make it adaptable for the science and technology sector.
Take-up in Oxford and the ring road totalled 169,000 sq ft or 62% of all
activity in Oxfordshire.
The growth of the market in the immediate future is going to be limited to the
existing office parks as the long-awaited arrival of new opportunities at Oxford
North/Begbroke/Osney/ Oxpens and others are still some years away due to
complex site infrastructure works. Oxfordshire is likely to receive greater focus
in 2021 on the publicity generated by the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine and
the recipients of any occupiers looking for facilities of scale are likely to be
elsewhere on the Oxfordshire Knowledge Spine such as Harwell Science and
Innovation Campus, Milton Park and new developments at Bicester.
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With Lockdown 3.0 likely to last until Easter at the earliest, existing
occupiers and especially those in the service sector are likely to be
reviewing their occupational needs and will be looking how to best
accommodate staff who will be eager to return. There is no doubt that
flexible working will be part of the ‘new normal,’ whether that be flexible
hours or working from home as part of the weekly routine.
Another issue to keep an eye on in 2021 is the County and City joint
initiative to introduce a ‘workplace parking levy’ on offices occupiers
located within the ring road to the East of Oxford with more than
11 spaces. This levy is to support other initiatives to improve public
transport in this area but appears to penalise one section of Oxford who
are not the only source of congestion.
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Sector Take-Up
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Industrial Market
2020 was a strong year for the industrial sector. Despite the impact of Covid, the Oxfordshire
market followed the wider industrial market trend to record the best year for take-up on record
(VSL statistics date back to 2006). Total take-up was recorded at 1,263,000 sq ft. This new high is
perhaps not unexpected since over 600,000 sq ft of new stock has been delivered in the last two
years. A 40% increase in transaction numbers coupled with a 18% increase in average transaction
size to 25,800 sq ft has been key to this growth.
Take-up within the science and technology market accounted for nearly

and 60,000 sq ft as developers continue to focus on the more profitable

25% of all transaction numbers and doubled in size from 196,000 sq ft

larger unit market. At the end of 2020 there were no units within this size

in 2019 to 401,000 sq ft in 2020. The distribution market dominated the

range available around Oxford and, other than those provided at the new

year accounting for 47% of the year's take-up. These statistics underpin

Axis scheme in Bicester, at the end of 2020 only a single unit was available

these two sectors as the key drivers of transactional demand during the

less than 20 years old.

year. Over 30% of deals in 2020 can be directly attributed to online retail
and is testament to the dramatic shift in this sector towards an online
based model.

2020 marked the early stages of a key shift by developers to focus on the
fast growth businesses within Oxford’s science and technology market.
The letting of 50,000 sq ft to Native Antigen/LGC Forensics in late 2020

Some 50% of Oxfordshire’s industrial take-up was recorded within the

is likely to be the first of a number of larger unit lettings within this sector.

Bicester area. The availability of land for new development has been a

Didcot Quarter has delivered a total of 310,000 sq ft and is partially

key factor in delivering new stock in the area and developer and investor

aimed at the science and technology markets. Arlington will be delivering

confidence to deliver these new buildings around Bicester is a clear

a new ‘Techbox’ scheme on Oxford Business Park which provides for a

demonstration of the importance of infrastructure connections, labour

total of 97,000 sq ft and is likely be ready in late 2021/early 2022. Albion

supply and amenity offerings.

Land is developing high office content units at their new scheme in

Supply has risen by 6.5% since 2019. We expect supply to decline steeply
in 2021, to likely end below the five-year average levels. New development
in 2021 will likely be limited to 35% of the year’s annual take-up with only
two new larger speculative units being delivered during the coming year,

Bicester known as Catalyst. Milton Park’s focus continues to be on the
gentrification and repurposing of existing buildings on the estate with
‘back to steel’ refurbishments planned on traditional units in order to
provide technology-based solutions.

at Axis J9 in Bicester (90,000 and 160,000 sq ft). 2020 continued the trend

Rental growth has been a continued theme into 2020, albeit not perhaps

of limited provision in the smaller (sub 20,000 sq ft) market. A total of four

at the rate of previous years. Most of the growth is likely to come from

units were deilvered in the area in 2020 and new supply in 2021 will be

within the Science and Technology market and rents here have been

limited to a scheme at Tungsten Park, Witney, Verda Park in Wallingford

substantiated at around £15 per sq ft at both Oxford Technology Park and

and Harwell’s Zeus scheme. The latter being squarely aimed at the science

Oxford Industrial Park. Even higher levels achieved at Harwell for a hybrid

and technology market.

product. The new Techbox scheme at Oxford Business Park is likely to push

There continues to be a severe shortage of mid-box units between 20,000

the rental boundaries further in 2021.
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Industrial Market Key Stats
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The Laboratory Market
This year we have decided to now consider the laboratory market as a sub section of both the office
and industrial markets. We have already written much about the science and technology sector. This
represents a broad church and not all of these businesses will require laboratories. These include clusters
in Oxfordshire such as autonomous vehicles, space, quantum computing, AI, fusion…amongst others who
can exist in traditional industrial or office premises.
There is, however, a rapidly growing demand for laboratory
accommodation and the property market is having to adapt quickly to
this dynamic and profitable sector. This demand is being stimulated by
the funding available from OSI plc and growth of Oxford University spinouts. Oxford University Innovation plc state there are now 205 spin-out
companies with over 60 created in the last 3 years and this is anticipated
to continue as Oxford University holds the top spot for the No1 R&D
location. (https://innovation.ox.ac.uk/news/ouiq32020/). Combined with
this is the fact that these recently created companies are now evolving
through stage two and three funding cycles, often raising in excess of
£30M and now seeking out larger facilities whilst wanting to remain close

Building 90, Milton Park

to Oxford.
The lack of laboratory space
has been well documented in
the Oxford Innovation Engine
report produced in 2013 (https://
www.sqw.co.uk/insights-andpublications/oxon-innovationengine-update/). Property
developers have been somewhat
slow to embrace this sector as it
is an area where there has been a

Towards the beginning of 2000 several of these businesses expanded
rapidly, leading to bespoke facilities being created for Oxford
Glycoscience at Milton Park and British Biotechnology designing and
building premises at Windrush Court, Cowley.
Milton Park continued to push forward with both speculative and pre-let

Windrush Court, Oxford

developments in the 2000’s but the Dotcom crash in 2001 gave cause
for pause as funding for technology companies dried up. About this time

Headquarters office building with fully fitted laboratories
buildings started to get recycled as an effective way of reutilising another
on secure site. 71,955 sq ft (6,684 sq m) approximately
occupiers fit
out,office
including
space production
vacated by Oxford
Glycoscience
and
adjoining
high
content
facility
of
British
Biotechnology.
33,339 sq ft (3,102 sq m) also available

lack of understanding and investor
caution to what is often a bespoke
product.
The evolution of the laboratory market in Oxfordshire has been a slow
one. Laboratories were initially the preserve of the academic sector until
the mid 1990’s and the emergence of a number of private and public
companies such as British Biotechnology, Oxford Glycoscience and
Oxford Asymmetry. These businesses generally adapted existing stock
to suit their needs. Sometimes these were quite quirky buildings such as
the former Army depot at Milton Park and the former Victorian hospital at

Windrush Court, Cowley

Littlemore Park converted by Oxford Asymmetry and Japanese research
company Yamanouchi respectively.
In 1997, Milton Park undertook the first speculative development of
technology properties at Buildings 90, 91 and 92 Milton Park, with shell

In 2009 Milton Park developed The Forum scheme with a letting of
40,000 sq ft to Vertex. This scheme provided shell and core to the ground
floor and fitted first floor office space.

and core on the ground floor and fitted offices to first floor. These let

2014 then saw the next wave of laboratory lettings and development.

successfully to Oxagen, Psion and Bookham Technology.

Oxford Biomedica acquired the former British Biotechnology building

The mid to late 1990’s also saw the start of development of The Oxford
Science Park where companies including Powderject, Rademacher and
Oxford Biomedica took accommodation in buildings including Edward
Cartwright House, Florey House and the Medawar Building. The tenants
undertook their own laboratory fit out.
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at Windrush Court from Astellas Pharm. Oxford Nanopore moved into
secondhand laboratory space at Florey House on The Oxford Science
Park. Ipsen moved into new offices at 102 Milton Park and converted
these to laboratories and Immunocore took on Buildings 90/91 and 93
Milton Park.

In 2015 a further significant pre-let occurred on Milton Park where

required careful conversion by tenants but is home to companies such

Adaptimmune acquired 67,000 sq ft at Building 60. 2015 was also

as Sensyne and Exscientia.

the birth of Oxford Science Innovation plc, a £500m fund created by
Oxford University and other investors to grow spin-out companies. This
has been the catalyst for a rapid expansion of the number of spin-out
companies created which have in turn fuelled demand for premises from
incubator space upwards as these nascent companies started to grow.

The last two years have seen landlords react to this increasing
demand and actively look to create space which could be converted to
laboratories. Still cautious about the capital cost of providing a fitted
laboratory solution they instead embarked on providing ‘Laboratory
enabled’ space. This was essentially shell space with enhanced drainage,

The Oxford Innovation Engine Report of 2013 had highlighted the lack

potential to connect to extract but otherwise no M&E. The occupier

of these facilities and Government funding through City Deal led to

still had to fit out the space but started from a blank canvas rather than

the development of new innovation centres (Begbroke Innovation and

stripping out Grade A office space. Sometimes floors would have 40%

Enterprise Centre/ Bio Escalator in Oxford/ RACE at Culham).

office content as with the refurbishment of the Sherard Building, where
OSI plc decided to take a lease and undertake the conversion to enable
their own funded companies to grow. The Oxford Science Park has also
seen the extension of the Magdalen Centre where the Bellhouse Building
followed a similar form. Both of these developments have been very
successful and are almost all under offer by the end of 2020.
‘Repurposing’ buildings is the latest buzzword and involves the
adaptation or refurbishment of existing stock to make it more
appropriate for laboratory use. There is a reflection by developers that
there is no point providing a Cat A office finish if this is going to be
stripped out. It is impossible to completely physically change a building
and so 4m slab to slab heights are not an option. Providing ground
floor areas as shell and core at least avoids the duplication of costs and
an easier base from which to work. As already mentioned, The Sherard
Building and The Bellhouse Building on The Oxford Science Park and
Building 3500, Oxford Business Park are all adopting this shell element.

Bio Escalator, Oxford
2017 was a record year for take-up from the science and technology
sector. This coincided with a new product from Milton Park at Buildings
141-143 which provided a hybrid development with shell finishes to
ground and first floor and fitted offices to third floors and innovations
such as roller shutter door access and oversized service ducts. 2017
also marked anothe major pre-let on Milton Park where Immunocore
acquired 48,000 sq ft at Building 95, a true science ready building
with 4m slab heights and roof top plant rooms. Oxford Nanopore also
acquired the Danby Building on The Oxford Science Park.
CGI of Building 3500, Oxford Business Park
The ‘shell’ solution minimises the risk to the landlord but transfers the
cost of fit out onto the tenant and also the extra time it takes to achieve
a finished product. It does allow a tenant to achieve a finish which fits
their exact needs. In recent months we are finding more businesses
approaching us wanting a ‘fitted laboratory’ solution. They are generally
requiring space in the range of 2-5,000 sq ft and growing rapidly and
can’t wait six months before a product is ready. Developers are now
starting to consider a generic laboratory product and rentalise the fit
out. There is greater risk for the landlord but the potential to recycle
Building 95, Milton Park

this product from the seemingly constant stream of emerging spin-out
companies is encouraging this approach.

The Schrödinger Building on The Oxford Science Park saw the first

The final innovation we are experiencing is the ‘tech box’ approach,

speculative development around Oxford in 2018. The building was a

which is a high office content industrial style building with a portal

big success being nearly completely pre-let and attracting a number

frame construction and 8m min eaves height. This approach has been

of laboratory companies drawn to its modern angular looks. The

popular at Harwell for the Genesis, Zephyr and Zeus schemes and also

reality was that this was more of an office than laboratory building and

at Oxford Technology Park who recently announced a 50,000 sq ft
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part of the overall office market over the last 5 years. The laboratory
market nearly doubled from 16% to 30% of the total office market in the
last 12 months.
We forecast that the laboratory market will grow strongly due to the
following key factors:


Increasing number of spin-out companies being created.



The knock on effect of the recently created incubator facilities
providing accommodation to nurture these companies over recent
years.



The increased level of funding being invested in Oxfordshire and the
global spotlight on the area.

CGI of Building 8150, Oxford Business Park


pre-let to Native Antigen. This product gives greater flexibility in terms

Developers becoming more confident about this product combined
with a strong investment market appetite to invest in life science

of the amount of office content that can be provided, the internal

related product.

arrangement and greater servicing yards. It is suitable not just for

2021 will see further development of fitted laboratory space, mainly

laboratory use but also meets the need of other branches of science

within re-purposed buildings and developers will also start to provide

being commercialised in the Oxfordshire area.

speculative facilities in 2022. We will also start to see larger pre-let

The laboratory market is still in its infancy in Oxfordshire despite having

facilities being developed for larger occupiers.

started in the mid 1990’s. The graph shows the laboratory take-up as

Laboratory Take-Up as part of the A34 Office Market
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VSL & Partners produces market reports providing a valuable insight into commercial property
market activity in the Oxfordshire region. For further information or to speak to one of VSL &
Partners experts, please call 01865 848488 or visit www.vslandp.com

About VSL & Partners
VSL & Partners was formed in 2002 to provide clients with unrivalled local and regional
commercial property advice.
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The company now has the largest dedicated commercial property agency team in Oxfordshire
with other services including: Commercial Property Lease Advice, Valuation, Consultancy,
Technology Company Advisors and Business Rates Appeals.
VSL is recognised by The Estates Gazette online service – EGi as Oxfordshire’s Most Active Agent
accolade and Deal Maker of the Year for 2020.

Venables Sherrott
Lockhart and Partners
22 Bankside Kidlington
Oxford OX5 1JE
01865 848488
enquiries@vslandp.com
www.vslandp.com

